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Double-degree odds. Urban campus in the heart of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, but with several study abroad options. Temple University notable alumni include Bill Cosby, Bob Sagat, and Kunal Nayyar. Temple University Hospital is the clinical training facility for the School of Medicine. Temple University is located in the heart of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania and boasts a diverse student body that has more
than 300 clubs and organizations, including France groups, a marching band and even breakdancing. The urban campus houses 13,000 students, while a 187-acre arboretum campus in Ambler serves as a living laboratory. The Center City campus is Temple's adult and secondary school location in downtown Philadelphia, and students on the Harrisburg campus have the opportunity to immerse
themselves in politics in Pennsylvania's capital. Many of Temple's health-related clinics, laboratories, and professional programs are at the 20-acre hub north of its main campus. Temple also has a campus in Italy and Japan. In-state Undergraduate: $16,970 Out-of-State Undergraduate: $29,066 In-state Graduate: $16,488 Out-of-state Graduate: $22,698 Temple University is regionally accredited by the
Middle States Commission on Higher Education. Temple University acceptance rate for undergraduate students is 57%. Undergraduate applicants must have a 3.0 minimum GPA and have a well-rounded academic background. Applicants must have units of study in English, college preparatory mathematics, foreign language, history, science, art, and other college prep courses. In addition, applicants
must submit their ACT or SAT scores, complete an application and application essay, outline extracurricular activities, and submit an optional letter of recommendation. Graduate applicants must adhere to different specific application requirements, depending on their field of study. Each program in Temple has its own unique set of requirements, although all students must complete an application and
provide undergraduate transcripts from an accredited institution. Total enrollment: 39,967 Student-to-faculty Ratio: 14:1 Date Founded: 1884 One online bachelor's program 13 online master's programs One online doctoral program Temple University Rankings on TBS Online Master's Degree Rankings On-Campus Program Rankings Students Also Viewed These Schools Last Updated: February 11, 2019
Risk has all the trappings of a phenomenal board game: It's cheap, engaging and has the uncanny ability to ruin lifelong friendships in one night. Risk was originally released in the 1950s, making it old compared to today's modern game design. The iconic title has had several official redesigns during that time including one designed specifically for video games, Risk: Factions. The first thing one could
notice about this game is that, unlike many of the other entries on this list, it looks professional. Officially licensed by Hasbro and published by Electronic Arts, Factions has production making free browser incarnations of Risk look like student projects. The solid framerate of the game and the cute art style - embodied in the game's five colorful factions - make it one of the more attractive versions available,
but the gameplay changes are where it really stands out. In addition to classic Risk mode, Factions offers an updated version of the game in which players can complete objectives, such as conquering an enemy capital or conquering an entire continent in one turn, in addition to the typical routine of invading countries and rolling dice. This will give bonuses to the player, which in turn gives the game more
strategic diversity. Other gameplay additions include different types of terrain, such as volcanoes, which can have a major impact on the flow of the game. Factions don't reinvent the wheel, though, and many of the weakness of the classic game are still present. Gruelling campaigns can be halted by unfortunate dice, frustrating even the best strategist. But the changes still make for more dynamic
campaigns, ushering Risk into the modern age of game design. Steam Conquer Club was one of the first online strategy games to tackle the world of Risk, and it sticks to its basics. The free-to-play game contains almost everything you know and love about the Parker Brothers original, only without the official title. The game requires no additional software – apart from your favorite browser – and touts a
robust, active community that often hosts online tournaments and hosts one of the most rip-roaring forums on the web. The interface can certainly use a bit of a facelift, but the wide selection of cards and the sheer number of diehard members have kept the game alive and well long after the launch of the site. Conquer Club Like Conquer Club, Dominating Twelve features beautiful maps and gameplay that
help make it shine among the rest of our picks. The interface and gameplay are tight, with over 30 cards to choose from, but games take time to fill given the fairly small community of users. Once logged in, players can choose from a classic deathmatch scenario or Capitals, a game in which your opponent only has to capture your capital to conquer all your territories and automatically win the game. The
game is free to play, updated regularly, and offers a premium option should you decide you want unlimited active games, private messaging, vacation periods, or a lot of other features not included with a standard account. Dominating 12 Although it's not risk per se, Land Grab is another browser-based strategy game that shares many similarities to Risk without any association whatsoever, legally speaking.
After creating a free account, you can Participate in up to four games at once as they battle for ultimate world domination on more than 60 user-created maps. The interface and maps are decent - not excellent, but what can you expect when players create the content? Create? some of the cards are standouts and show a good deal of promise. Land Grab is one of the best risk-like games given its full-
fledged customization capabilities, strong grassroots community and excellent replay value. LandGrab Cartographers rejoice! Major Command features some of the most stunning Risk-like gameplay currently available online. The interface and map design are simply stunning, whether you are confined to a single battlefield in Africa or operating on a global scale, and the ability to choose between Casual
and Real Time game modes adds a depth level that is hard to find elsewhere. Like Risk, players are randomly assigned a region and are assigned deployable troops in an attempt to capture the entire map or reach the mission objective. The game is free to play, routinely updated, and features a vibrant community that can never seem to get enough of Major Command. Try to join a clan, participate in a
tournament, or opt for the premium version if you really want to get down and dirty. With over 200 public cards, War Gear is one of the most comprehensive and customizable options when it comes to playing Risk-like alternatives. The site allows players to plan their games on their own time – whether you want to take turns over a period of several days or just hours – and boasts a huge wealth of user-
created content. Launched in 2009, the site maintains a strong, loyal following years later and is still constantly growing and evolving. Warlight is a risk alternative that is actually worth it, both on and offline. The game features an admirable A.I., a decent collection of maps, competitive ladders, and immersive gameplay that works in the same vein as the rest of the picks on our list. Some of the cards are
huge (3,000 areas) and players can choose the pace at which the game takes place if they want more fast-paced gameplay than is traditionally offered. The site is also updated regularly, with new features being rolled out regularly, and features one of the more flexible game engines out there. While we welcome the larger adjustment the engine offers, the different gameplay mechanics and modes can be a
bit much for the novice gamer, taking considerable time to get up to speed. The active community is also quite small and forum posts remain scarce at times. Are you looking to buy a diamond but do not know whether to buy from a jeweler or online. At HustlerMoneyBlog, we strive to give you information about all your financial needs! This post will serve as an extensive resource and a guided course on
buying diamonds online. If you're reading this, you're on your way to buying a diamond either for an engagement ring, earrings, or just loose diamond. Common questions would be; Do I need to buy a diamond online or in the store? or is it safe to buy a diamond online? At Blue Nile, their jewelry is designed and manufactured with a high caliber, quality materials and inspected with an exceptionally high
standard. • Highest Diamond Quality Standard &amp; &amp; Certified • Get More For Less &amp; Always Have The Best • Best Price: Find a similar GIA sorted diamond for less and they will match the price. Pay 20% to 40% less than traditional jewelers know what you want If you start your gem trip, set a budget then decide what details are important to you. Diamonds are sorted according to the four C's,
a system created by the Gemological Institute of America (GIA). It is important to know where a diamond falls in each of the categories, because these qualities affect the appearance of a diamond. Online review scales can help. The four C's are: Diamond Cut Diamond Clarity Diamond Color Diamond Diamond Carat (Weight) Look for a stone that fits your budget, but watch the four C's. If you buy based on
a lower price alone, you might end up with a diamond that looks duller than radiant. GIA Report Verification Perhaps the biggest fear of an online shopper is that the product description on the Internet does not match the item that arrives in the mail. When it comes to diamonds, the best way to make sure you get what was described on a website is a GIA report, which includes a review of four C's stone.
Diamonds are usually displayed with their unique GIA report number. While you are browsing, check the GIA's website to confirm that the report with a diamond matches the GIA database. Check out your options Finally, make sure you're comfortable with your purchase. If you are afraid to make a mistake, it is advisable to work with a jeweler who looks at the stone in person, although you probably pay
more for this service. The GIA suggests finding an online seller who also has a physical location where you can see the diamond. Insured shipment When you ship diamonds, send them through FedEx or UPS with tracking, insurance and a required signature. In the rare event that your stone is stolen, you won't get a dime out of it. But even that is unlikely. No-Questions-Asked Return Policies Legit jewelers
care more about customer experience rather than profit. Items can be returned or exchanged within 30 days of shipping, free of charge and without questions. Certified jewelers Which means you get a real diamond with a gemstone certificate. This may not be the case on a sketchy website or with an online auction. Wherever you buy your diamond (online or in store), it's a good idea to take the stone to an
unaffiliated jeweler for an independent review. Whiteflash is all about the Ideal Cut Diamond with the largest inventory &amp; best selection of AGS certified ideal diamonds in the world! • Exclusive supplier of their own A CUT ABOVE® Super Ideal Diamonds • Finest designer brands such as Tacori, Verragio, Simon G, Danhov, Vatche and Benchmark • Entire GIA employees trained including several
Graduate Gemologists &amp; Diamond Graduates • Complete Satisfaction Money Back Guarantee Recommended Online Diamond Jewelers Before Purchasing a One from a national jewelry chain, I would highly recommend checking out James Allen for your diamond buying needs. James Allen is an online jeweler with quality rings and more than 25,000 photographed diamonds to choose from. Another
renowned online jeweler would blue nile has been selling diamonds online since 1999 and is also an excellent choice. These jewelers have great customer service and also offer; 24/7 Customer Service Lifetime Warranty Free shipping and return No questions asked 30 day refund policy Buy Diamonds from eBay Diamonds are very popular items on eBay and other online auction sites, but you get easily
ripped off. Before you buy a diamond in an online auction, on eBay or elsewhere, you should: know a little about diamonds so you know exactly what you are getting. Be familiar with online auctions, escrow payments and redress in case something goes wrong. Where's the best place to buy an engagement ring? For Diamond Retailer Best Place To Buy Online James Allen's Biggest Selection Blue Nile
Best Diamond Cuts Whiteflash Be Hesitant Read customer reviews on the site and elsewhere online. Check that the diamond seller is legitimate and check for accreditation from the Better Business Bureau. Use a credit card as your payment method to have a chance of contesting the charges in case of fraud. Also look at the return policy. You want a way to give the diamond back if you change your mind.
Return policy should be outlined on a seller's website, so read the fine print. Make sure you are familiar with the shipping policy of an online jeweler. Look for companies that will insure the package and need a signature on delivery. Setting up a budget There's always crazy debates about how much you should spend on a diamond. Here's my honest opinion, if you're looking for an engagement ring, spend
the amount you both think is a reasonable amount. Don't go purchasing a $20,000 ring if you're struggling to pay off credit card debt. I'm also not going to tell you to buy something really cheap or fake. Even if you have a budget, you will find a meaningful engagement ring that is not a diamond for a fraction of the cost. Whatever your engagement ring budget is, stick to it and don't use credit cards to pay it off
slowly. Make sure you have the money to afford it, because an engagement ring is just the first of many expenses that you and your significant other will have to endure along your journey together through life. At James Allen, their diamond and gemstone fine jewelry collection offers handmade pieces of unforgettable luxury that are perfect for any occasion. • Their mission is to offer consumers the highest
quality diamonds &amp; largest selection online at the best price. • 150,000+ certified conflict-free diamonds, all in 360° HD • 24/7 Diamond Experts, with option for real-time diamond inspections • Lifetime warranty, free shipping worldwide • Hassle-free return with 100% money back guarantee guarantee Line The good news is that you get a better price if you buy a diamond online. The bad news is that it's
very, very difficult, if not impossible, to buy a diamond online and really understand what you're going to get. You can confidently shop at well-known diamond jewelers-Blue Nile and James Allen are two most renowned online diamond jewellers. Stay away from diamonds on eBay or other second-hand sellers unless you know how to authenticate a diamond. If you want to shop at one of the best Diamond
Companies, you should stop by and check out Blue Nile Diamonds and James Allen Diamonds. These retailers offer some of the best quality products and services for you to enjoy. Good luck buying your diamond and make sure to come back to HustlerMoneyBlog for all your financial needs! The Chase Sapphire Preferred Card offers 60,000 bonus points after you spend $4,000 on purchases in the first 3
months after opening an account. That's $750 for travel when you redeem through Chase Ultimate Rewards®! You earn 2X points on travel and dining in restaurants around the world, eligible delivery services, takeaway and dining &amp; 1 point per dollar spent on all other purchases. And if you redeem your points for travel through Chase Ultimate Rewards, you'll get 25% more value! In addition, you'll
earn 2x total points on up to $1,000 in grocery purchases per month from November 1, 2020 to April 30, 2021. Includes eligible pick-up and delivery services. You get unlimited deliveries with a $0 delivery fee &amp; reduced service charge on orders over $12 for a minimum of one year on qualifying food purchases with DashPass, DoorDash's subscription service. Activate by 12/31/21. This card carries a
$95 annual fee. More information about this map
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